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This collecDve volume aims to create a dialogue between populism and some key concepts in 
social and poliDcal science. While the literature on populism is very rich and diverse, a widespread 
trend in the current scholarship is the effort to consolidate it as an insular academic sub-field. 
Populism is a noDon that has been adopted by almost all humaniDes and social sciences. In some 
disciplines, especially in poliDcal science and poliDcal sociology, there is a desire to consolidate as a 
kind of “populist scholarship”. Although it does not narrowly form a “paradigm” in the sense of 
Thomas Kuhn (1970), the populist sub-field has gathered a growing community of scholars sharing 
concepts and research quesDons to address the challenges facing contemporary democracies. 
There are some advantages to building an academic sub-field as such, but the shortcomings are 
also worth exploring. This book asserts that it is Dme to move beyond the sub-field and enhance 
the capacity of populist scholarship to culDvate a dialogue with consolidated tradiDons in social 
and poliDcal sciences. 
 
 
1 A Populist Sub-field 
 
In the last decades, an increasing number of global phenomena have been considered through the 
lens of populism. More and more research on populism is being published in specialized journals 
and book series, and many recent handbooks on the topic are available (e.g. Rovira Kaltwasser et 
al. 2017; de la Torre 2019b; Heinisch, Holtz-Bacha and Mazzoleni 2021; Oswald 2021). Thus, the 
Dme has come to recognize that, in academic fields, populism is not just a theoreDcal concept or a 
label used to describe poliDcal reality. The growing importance of this literature in social and 
poliDcal sciences has encouraged the insDtuDonalizaDon of a sub-field usually labelled as “populist 
scholarship”. In academia, populism is more and more a self-referenDal mood shared by a growing 
group of scholars and is becoming a global academic sub-field in which theoreDcal reflecDons and 
empirical analysis are shared. Of course, populist scholarship is not just the product of the vast 
number of academic producDons but also the outcome of ongoing controversies surrounding 
populism – namely, the debate over populism as an ideology, poliDcal style, poliDcal strategy, or 
poliDcal logic, all of which contributes to forming a kind of common ground among scholars. The 
main consequence of this development is the feeling that populism represents a disDnct social and 
poliDcal phenomenon and should be studied as such and not necessarily in connecDon with other 
theoreDcal legacies. 
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This evoluDon should not be a surprise. Similar experiences usually occur when a new community 
of researchers seeks academic legiDmacy. For instance, in sociology, successful scholarly 
community building occurred around different topics, such as the economy, culture, and poliDcs, 
among others, and in poliDcal science between electoral studies, poliDcal parDes, public policies, 
and, above all, internaDonal relaDons. 
The insDtuDonalizaDon of populist scholarship entails some advantages relaDng to common 
conceptual issues and research topics. Firstly, it allows scholars to create communiDes and improve 
in-depth reflecDons, discussions, and analyses. The more the legiDmate literature is circumscribed, 
the more the sub-field allows specific places for publicaDon (e.g. journals on populism), and the 
more scholars can see their own reflecDon and conduct their own research while building their 
academic careers. Secondly, the sub-field strengthens the possibiliDes of interdisciplinary dialogue 
between scholars interested in populism in disciplines like sociology, poliDcal science, 
communicaDon sciences, history, economics, and geography. To some extent, populism entails a 
crossdisciplinary language for some key issues (e.g. the “people” and the “elite”). Thirdly, a 
populist sub-field helps boost internaDonal exchanges among scholars specializing in different 
world regions and legacies. Thus, it might correct the ethnocentrism of scholars who otherwise do 
not consider conceptual debates originaDng in the Global South. In this sense, populist scholarship 
is not just a series of naDonal sub-fields but virtually an internaDonal and transnaDonal sub-field. 
However, the insDtuDonalizaDon of populist scholarship also has some shortcomings. The first is 
what one might call the supremacy paradox. In the sub-field, it is oben taken for granted that 
populism allows a heurisDc superiority in understanding social and poliDcal challenges, despite 
ongoing internal disagreements over what populism is. Because it is not easy to accept the use of a 
concept supported by scholars who do not use a common definiDon, many scholars tend to be 
scepDcal about its usefulness for academic research. The historian Enzo Traverso (2019, 16), for 
example, contends that the concept of populism is an “empty shell, which can be filled by the most 
disparate poliDcal contents”. This does not mean that he refuses to use the term, however, as in 
the same volume he describes Trump as a “populist poliDcian” (ibid., 20). 
Other scholars consider populism to be the expression of specific ideological orientaDons and 
argue that either right-wing or leb-wing populism is the real form of populism. The ArgenDnian 
poliDcal theorists Paula Biglieri and Luciana Cadahia (2021) build on Ernesto Laclau’s theory to cast 
leb-wing populism as “just populism” because they argue it is emancipatory, plebeian, republican, 
egalitarian, and intrinsically emancipatory. According to them, right-wing populism is befer 
understood as fascism because right-wing populists construct the people as one, dissolving the 
populaDon’s heterogeneity into the fantasy of an unitary community. The rejecDon of the 
analyDcal uDlity of the concept of populism and the arDficial classificaDon of “proper and authenDc 
populism” as either right-wing or leb-wing showcase the inherently controversial nature of the 
term. 
Other scholars (e.g. Alfio Mastropaolo in his contribuDon to this volume) maintain that populism is 
a reacDonary rejecDon of the Enlightenment and challenges the uDlity of the noDon of leb-wing 
populism. We contend that conceptual debates on populism might not disappear because 
populism is part of our poliDcal and social vocabulary. It is what some German scholars consider “a 
basic concept deployed in the public languages in which poliDcal controversy is conducted” 
(Ritcher 2005, 227). As such, it does not carry a single indisputable meaning, and a variety of 
conflicDng consDtuencies passionately struggle to make their definiDons “authoritaDve and 
compelling” (Baehr 2008, 12). 
A second and relevant shortcoming of the populist sub-field is the illusion that improvements in 
theory and research might be achieved within populist scholarship alone. QuoDng only arDcles and 
books specializing in populism enhances the belief that populist research has a self-reliant heurisDc 
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capacity and that the only interesDng knowledge is provided by scholars working within these 
paradigms. However, the concept of populism is always in conversaDon with classic concepts, such 
as the people, gender, elites, leadership, class, parDes, emoDons, etc. While scholars assume that 
populist parDes and leaders might challenge socieDes, discourses, ideologies, and poliDcal systems 
in the “real” world, most of them surprisingly overlook how populism addresses concepts and 
theories tradiDonally discussed in social and poliDcal science. Working in a disDnct community 
where scholars cite and debate each other could deprive them of engagement with some other 
criDcal debates in the realms of social and poliDcal science. 
  
2 The Aim of This Book 
 
The perspecDve adopted in this volume aims to move beyond an insulaDng approach. The different 
chapters focus on some of the key concepts in the social and poliDcal sciences. We explore how 
the concepts of “ciDzenship”, “gender”, “class”, “sovereignty”, “cleavages”, “leadership”, 
“mobilizaDon”, “parDes”, and “accountability” were used by scholars of populism in relaDon to how 
classical and current theorists developed them. The different chapters explore the concepts’ 
genealogies, their uses in populist studies, and implicaDons for broader conceptual and theoreDcal 
debates. The chapters follow a double movement: They address the quesDon of how populism 
challenges established concepts and theories in social and poliDcal science and simultaneously 
focus on what the category of populism can learn from key conceptual discussions in social and 
poliDcal science. The volume in sum explores what populism tells us about the heurisDc 
advantages and limitaDons of concepts like “ciDzenship”, “gender”, “class”, “sovereignty”, 
“cleavages”, “leadership”, “mobilizaDon”, “parDes”, and “accountability”. 
The book develops what we term a dialogical perspecDve between classical and current social and 
poliDcal theory and the conceptual and theoreDcal understandings of populism. The book is 
inspired in the history of populist scholarship and on some innovaDve authors’ interacDons with 
social and poliDcal theories – above all, the dominant tradiDons of their Dmes. For instance, the 
Italian-ArgenDnian scholar Gino Germani (1971; 1978) engaged the most important paradigms of 
his Dme: structural funcDonalism, modernizaDon theory, and mass society. He not only applied 
these theories to LaDn America but also contributed to the development of theoreDcally informed 
comparisons between two variants of authoritarianism: Italian fascism and ArgenDnian naDonal 
populism. In his earlier work, Ernesto Laclau (1977) engages with Marxist theory, especially 
Althusserian post-structuralism. He uses the noDon of populism to show that, in addiDon to class 
struggles, the populaDon could be split into two antagonisDc camps: the people (the underdog) vs. 
the power bloc. Although he abandoned Marxism in his later work, Laclau (2005) built on his 
earlier work to argue that populism is a poliDcal logic that constructs the people in antagonisDc 
confrontaDon with the elite. Margaret Canovan (1981) developed a typology of populism following 
Wifgenstein’s noDon of family resemblance (Anselmi 2018, 23–29). Cas Mudde (2004) built on 
Freeden’s noDons of ideology, Kurt Weyland (2001) on theories of the relaDve autonomy of poliDcs 
from the economy and society, and OsDguy (2017) and Moffif (2016) on performance theories. 
 The authors of this book are scholars from different generaDons and have studied populism in 
Europe, the US, and LaDn America from disDnct perspecDves. This makes it possible to focus on 
experiences in both the Global North and South. Some of our contributors focus on key scholars of 
LaDn American populism, like Gino Germani, Ernesto Laclau, and Guillermo O’Donnell, to show the 
global relevance of their contribuDons to the study of accountability, leadership, and the 
relaDonship between populism and democracy. At the same Dme, this volume recognizes that 
populism is an inherently contested category that is used to make theoreDcal and normaDve 
arguments about the nature of democracy, ciDzenship, naDonal belonging, and the role of poliDcal 
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actors. Our contributors combine different concepts or develop their own. For instance, Reinhard 
Heinisch and Klaudia Koxha use an ideaDonal definiDon in their chapter, Kenneth M. Roberts builds 
on Laclau’s theory, and others provide their own definiDons. Thus, the objecDve of this volume is 
not to provide a new universal definiDon applicable to all geographical and historical contexts. 
 
 
3 The Chapters 
 
Since it is impossible to address a vast range of concepts in a single book, the editors chose to 
focus in depth on the historical uses of ciDzenship, gender, class, cleavages, sovereignty, 
accountability, parDcipaDon, leadership, and poliDcal party. Luis Roniger engages with the wide 
debate over ciDzenship in sociology and poliDcal science. His chapter illustrates the different 
historical paferns of how the state includes those previously excluded by recognizing different 
demands in terms of ciDzenship. In Europe, there was a sequence of enDtlements to civil, poliDcal, 
and social rights, and in LaDn America, poliDcal and social rights have had priority over civil rights. 
Some LaDn Americanist scholars argue that there are specific models of populist ciDzenship 
(Spanakos 2008; Rein 2013). These are based on the acDve parDcipaDon of people in poliDcs 
beyond elecDons, and on the individual’s right and capacity to spend in the market. 
Roniger argues that populism is not a parDcular type of enDtlement to rights but rather reshapes 
ciDzenship. “It recalibrates strategies of representaDon and parDcipaDon, granDng salience to 
parDcipatory mass mobilizaDon, albeit through state regulaDon and leadership amelioraDng the 
autonomy of civil society”. Roniger shows how populist leaders and movements move the concept 
of ciDzenship “beyond the domain of electoral formaliDes”. Populists use emoDons and reason to 
mobilize their social base and create senses of belonging and idenDty between leaders and 
followers and among supporters. 
Populists “oben succeed in reformulaDng people’s lifeworld and markers of certainty”. By 
mobilizing followers beyond electoral moments and by linking poliDcal membership, idenDDes, and 
access to markets, populists reshape liberal and parDcipatory concepDons of ciDzenship. Populist 
mass mobilizaDon oben constrains the autonomy of organizaDons of civil society because access to 
resources depends on loyalty to the leader and the party. 
Roniger argues that populists, while claiming to defend naDonal interests, have projected 
transnaDonal and internaDonal strategies of legiDmaDon. The Democracy in Europe Movement 
2025 (DiEM25) was an afempt to construct a transnaDonal lebist project “to ‘democraDze’ Europe 
against Brussels’s unaccountable elites”. Hugo Chávez conceived of his Bolivarian RevoluDon as a 
LaDn American and even a global event. His project sought to unite LaDn American naDons against 
US imperialism, neoliberalism, and limited bourgeois democracies. Bolivarianism halted free trade 
agreements. Chávez and other leb-wing populists of the twenty-first century increased ciDzens’ 
expectaDons of the expansion of rights, and when they could not deliver, they faced massive 
strikes and marches. Populist understandings of ciDzenship challenge liberal and republican models 
by emphasizing parDcipatory mass mobilizaDon, “albeit through state regulaDon and leadership 
amelioraDng the autonomy of civil society”. Populists rely “on performance, embedding claims of 
ciDzens’ legiDmacy in highly affecDve bonds, and ideally developing a mutual connecDon and 
devoDon towards leaders supposedly working for the wellbeing and dignity of the people, while 
ciDzens respond with an affecDve cult of the leader’s persona”. 
Paula Diehl explores theoreDcally the relaDonships between gender and populism focusing on 
debates within the gendered democraDc imaginaDon that imagined the masses as feminine and 
irraDonal, whereas the ciDzen and the leader were masculine and raDonal. Despite excellent 
historical and social scienDfic studies, the theoreDcal relaDonship between populism and gender 
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conDnues to be underdeveloped (Navarro 1977; Kampwirth 2010; Abi-Hassan 2017). In her 
chapter in the Oxford handbook on populism, Sahar Abi-Hassan writes that because populism is 
explained by relying on the moral disDncDon between “the pure people” and “the corrupt elite”, 
gender is an almost unnecessary or even an irrelevant category for the construcDon of the people 
(AbiHassan 2017, 428). Instead, Diehl shows the need to include gender seriously and not as an 
add-up variable in populist studies. 
Followers, for example, are gendered by the anD-populist camp as irraDonal and dangerous and 
contrasted with the raDonal male ciDzen. She also shows how leaders and followers use gender 
images to cast elites as effeminate and how male populist leaders are represented as extraordinary 
figures. 
  
Diehl argues that populism promises emancipaDon: “The ‘feminized’, passive, and easily 
manipulated crowd should become an acDve and sovereign people in order to reverse power 
relaDons”. It promises to transform the feminized and leader-dependent crowd into “the people as 
sovereign, inscribed in the male tradiDon of democraDc empowerment”. The leader is the one who 
helps the people change their gender to become male (the promise of sovereignty) and, at the 
same Dme, reaffirms the tradiDonal “female” afributes of the guided crowd. 
The relaDonship between gender and populism is more complex than someDmes explained in the 
literature. Are macho populist leaders, for example, “more afracDve to people with a more 
tradiDonal and machismo culture”, as Mudde and Rovira Kaltwasser (2017, 77) assert? What does 
one make of leaders like Donald Trump, who emerged in cultures that these scholars characterize 
as more gender-emancipated? Diehl argues that while populism promises universality and 
equality, it also “affirms gender (class and race) hierarchy and exclusion”. On the one hand, 
populism reproduces the gendered democraDc poliDcal imaginary and historical tradiDons based 
on masculine construcDons of the people, the leader, and the emasculaDon of elites and rivals as 
feminine. Yet, it is an outcome of the performaDve efforts of populist actors. In some right-wing 
populism cases, it is a response to the crises of representaDon performed as a crisis of masculinity 
and the arDculaDon of bipolar gender roles, hegemonic masculinity, and someDmes misogyny and 
sexism. Diehl writes: “[D]espite all efforts to overcome gender-tradiDonal roles and masculine-
dominant poliDcs, leb-wing populism is sDll struggling to frame gender in different terms. […] [They 
tend to] reinforce female stereotypes of motherhood, emoDonality, and ‘sensibility’, as opposed to 
the masculine authority, raDonality, and aggressive compeDDon”. 
Kenneth M. Roberts’s chapter focuses on the key concept of social class. In the past, this concept 
used to be at the heart of populism debates. Throughout his academic career that started in the 
1950s, Gino Germani argued that fascism and naDonal populism differed because of their class 
bases. Whereas fascism was supported by a downwardly mobile middle class that afained 
subsDtute saDsfacDon with naDonalism and racism, the social base of Perón’s movement was the 
new working class that afained rights to collecDve bargaining, redistribuDon of income, and social 
mobility. Germani’s criDcs use Marxism to argue that populism in LaDn America was mulDclass 
movements consisDng of the industrial bourgeoisie, the middle class, and the working class (Ianni 
1975). Philip Oxhorn (1998) links populism to class formaDons where most of the populaDon 
makes a living in the informal sector of the economy and only a few have formal employment with 
benefits. Surprisingly, class analysis has almost disappeared from most recent populist studies, 
which focus instead on ideologies (Mudde 2004), poliDcal strategies (Weyland 2001), 
performances (Moffif 2016; OsDguy 2017), and populism’s formal logic (Laclau 2005). 
Roberts develops Laclau’s theory to highlight the complexiDes of historically and geographically 
situated cases. He shows the crucial roles that social class and the poliDcal economy play in 
disDnguishing between right and lebwing variants. He builds on Weberian and Marxist 
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understandings of class to argue that, even though populism is not a class project, a wide range of 
class formaDons and subject posiDons have given rise to different types of populism. Moreover, he 
shows that social heterogeneity, fragmentaDon, and crises of representaDon are incubators of 
populism. In LaDn America, due to social fragmentaDon, populism first emerged in the 1930s and 
1940s with leaders like Juan Perón in ArgenDna. It returned with the social dislocaDons produced 
by neoliberalism in right-wing variants like Alberto Fujimori in Peru in the 1990s or as a leb-wing 
alternaDve to neoliberalism with Hugo Chávez and other populists on the leb at the turn of the 
new century. In Europe and the US, populism is the product of weakened class formaDons that 
have led to diffuse inequaliDes, social heterogeneity, poliDcal fragmentaDon, and fluid alignments. 
The types of populism vary in whether “the people” are built as an ethnos or a plebeius. The lafer 
does not correspond to the Marxist noDon of a class subject but fits befer into the Weberian view 
of non-privileged social strata defined not only by property, occupaDon, and income but also by 
educaDon, power, and presDge. Roberts argues that populism is not the reflecDon of a parDcular 
class but linked to class formaDons. In both the Global North and South, capitalist development 
has weakened class cleavages without eliminaDng social classes while increasing inequaliDes. 
Under these condiDons, appeals to the people replace classic class discourses of social democrat or 
communist parDes. He concludes by wriDng that because populism “is most likely to thrive in 
societal contexts where diffuse inequaliDes are neither structured by a central class divide, nor 
organized and represented poliDcally as a class cleavage”, populism may prove to have sustained 
longevity. 
Alfio Mastropaolo reconstructs Lipset and Rokkan’s classical theory of cleavages. He shows how 
their theory came in response to a parDcular historical moment in Western democracies and 
transcended dominant Parsonian approaches to modernizaDon. He explains the limits of Lipset and 
Rokkan’s conceptualizaDon of cleavages and develops a novel interpretaDon of populism. 
Mastropaolo writes that a “cleavage is a point of reference, which a poliDcal enterprise can exploit 
and stabilize” and is made up of “shared experiences, symbols, and poliDcal acDon”. He argues that 
populism corresponds to a cleavage forgofen by Lipset and Rokkan: the one between the Ancien 
Régime and modernity, between the reacDonaries nostalgic for the former and modern poliDcs. 
Leb-wing populism does not fit into Mastropaolo’s vision because it promises emancipaDon. If 
populism is a member of a reacDonary family tradiDon, fascism is its sibling. 
Mastropaolo shows that, despite familiariDes, these two reacDonary ideologies and movements 
differ in terms of three fundamental characterisDcs: the use of violence and paramilitarism, the 
obsession with Bolshevism, and whether elecDons are used to rise to power legiDmately. 
Unfortunately, Mastropaolo’s original interpretaDon does not analyze non-European variants of 
fascism and, hence, excludes how formerly fascist sympathizers like Juan Perón in ArgenDna 
adapted fascism to democraDc Dmes (Finchelstein 2017). The historian Loris Zanafa (2008) offers 
an alternaDve argument about the reacDonary nature of populists by focusing on their anD-
modern noDon of community. He argues that populism aims to reinstate anDquated noDons of the 
people understood as an organic and holisDc community. Populism dismisses individuaDon, 
pluralism, and the rejecDon of tradiDon that comes with modernity and the Enlightenment. It is a 
secular religion with a prophet, a doctrine, cults, and liturgies. 
Culturalist perspecDves like those of Mastropaolo or Zanafa offer interesDng interpreDve clues but 
are of limited use for comparaDve analysis. According to Zanafa’s overarching depicDon of 
populism as a holisDc reacDon to the Enlightenment and modernity, there are no differences 
between its right and leb-wing variants. Mastropaolo does not see how class is arDculated in right-
wing populism. He does not analyze how some leb populists reacted to the processes of 
individuaDon, pluralism, and autonomy that came with modernizaDon and the unfulfilled promises 
of the Enlightenment by promising a return to an imaginary and golden past. In Bolivia, Evo 
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Morales imagined a precapitalist Dme of harmonious relaDonships between humans and nature 
without class exploitaDon or gender inequaliDes. Similarly, Hugo Chávez aimed to recreate 
Bolivarianism as an imaginary golden age in the past, an age that never existed, in which Bolívar 
and other liberators conquered South America in the name of freedom (de la Torre 2010, 148–160; 
Neuman 2022). However, Mastropaolo is right in arguing that a fundamental difference between 
populism on the right and the leb is that the former poliDcizes race and racism, while the lafer 
does not. 
The relaDonships between populism and sovereignty are explored by Reinhard Heinisch and 
Klaudia Koxha. They explain the genealogy of sovereignty in the history of poliDcal thought and 
show that this concept “possesses a collecDve dimension that is directed both outwards (naDonal 
sovereignty) and inwards (popular sovereignty)” and argue that sovereignism describes how 
populists instrumentalize sovereignty. This noDon has three dimensions: popular, naDonal, and 
economic. The first refers to how elites have usurped power from the people. NaDonal 
sovereignism in right-wing populism refers to the disDncDon between their own people and the 
cultural others, and leb-wing populism focuses on groups, classes, or movements of people that 
can act transnaDonally for a common purpose. Economic sovereignism refers to the idea that 
economic policies should primarily benefit their own people’s wealth. Whereas the right 
sDgmaDzes the foreign worker as usurpers of jobs for naDonals, the leb focuses on the state’s role 
in addressing structural inequaliDes. However, some right-wing populists reject neoliberalism and 
instead propose welfare chauvinism. 
The authors argue that populists offer a promise of change: Instead of producing uncertainty, they 
vow to return to something familiar, idealized as a glorious past. They promise to restore “popular 
sovereignty by acDng in the present to return to a status quo ante in the future, i.e. to a Dme and 
place before elites supposedly usurped power as the central emoDonal hook”. However, the right is 
not alone in promising a return to the glory days of yore. As argued before, Hugo Chávez promised 
the return of the Bolivarian utopia of LaDn American unity and Evo Morales the return to a glorious 
preHispanic past (de la Torre 2010; Lindholm and Zúquete 2010). Heinisch and Koxha write that 
“the concept of sovereignty may take on different meanings or at least contextual hues. Populism 
studies are illuminaDng in this respect as they trace populism’s capacity to adapt sovereignist 
claims to cater to parDcular contexts”. 
Enrique Peruzzo{ explores different uses and understandings of the concept of accountability in 
the liberal and populist understandings of democraDzaDon. His chapter contrasts two 
interpretaDons of accountability. The liberal approach focuses on horizontal and verDcal 
mechanisms. The former “refer to intrastate exchanges among accountability agencies while 
verDcal ones involve the control of an external actor over the state, be it the electorate, the media, 
or civil society”. The populist approach argues that the horizontal dimension of state accountability 
and the insDtuDons that structure accountability (e.g. parDes, parliament, and the public sphere) 
must be dismantled because they encroach on the will of the people. Populist accountability aims 
to eliminate the horizontal insDtuDons and replace them with mulDple presidenDal elecDons and 
plebiscites as the sole verDcal mechanism of accountability. Unlike the liberals, who aim to 
improve the quality of democracy by making the principle of limited government effecDve, 
populists seek to establish a consDtuDonal order “that would bring to life the idea of ‘unlimited 
elected government’”. 
 Against liberal models, populists argue that exisDng insDtuDons protect the dominaDon of elites 
who constrain the power of the people. They assert that democraDzaDon comes from the 
consDtuent power of the people that is prioriDzed over the legal and consDtuDonal order. In 
pracDce, they strengthen the power of the elected execuDve as the figure that incarnates popular 
aspiraDons. “ElecDons are to serve the principle of idenDficaDon” transforming the insDtuDonal 
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mechanisms of liberal democracies into plebiscitary cerDficaDon. Contrary to the argument of 
those who consider it the path to radical democraDzaDon, populism in power leads to a reducDon 
of the insDtuDonal mechanisms that constrain the unlimited power of the execuDve and replace 
horizontal accountability with mulDple elecDons. As long as elecDons are free and compeDDve, 
populists remain in the democraDc camp; when elecDons do not count, populism becomes a 
dictatorship. ElaboraDng on Guillermo O’Donnell’s contrast between liberal and delegaDve 
democracies, Peruzzo{ shows how the lack of it leads to processes of hybridizaDon and, 
eventually, to what O’Donnell (2011) describes as the “slow death of democracy”. Peruzzo{ 
argues that populist criDques of malfuncDoning electoral representaDon are correct. He also 
suggests that liberal approaches focused exclusively on controlling governmental abuses of power 
and authority are insufficient. He concludes by advocaDng that horizontal and verDcal models of 
accountability should be integrated. 
Cecilia Biancalana surveys the poliDcal science literature on populism and 
parDcipaDon and shows that the concept of parDcipaDon is crucial to understanding how the 
people’s sovereignty must be restored and how the people reclaim their own voice in poliDcs. She 
disDnguishes between expressive dimensions of parDcipaDon, which give a sense of collecDve 
belonging and idenDty, and instrumental types of parDcipaDon. Biancalana differenDates the 
supply side of parDcipaDon from the demand side and the impacts of populism on the poliDcal 
system. Finally, she disDnguishes between rightand leb-wing types of populism. Her survey of the 
literature shows that Mudde’s argument that right-wing populism in Europe does not promote 
parDcipaDon does not hold. Populists increase parDcipaDon, and parDes like the Five Star 
Movement and Podemos, which claim to be beyond leb and right, implemented an online 
parDcipatory mechanism. Even though the parDcipaDon of common ciDzens has increased, the 
type of parDcipaDon promoted by populism is plebiscitary as the rank and file oben approve of the 
decisions already taken by the leadership. Similarly, in LaDn America, leb-wing populist parDes 
have promoted top-down parDcipaDon. 
Scholars of US populism have focused on the innovaDve parDcipatory mechanisms created by the 
People’s Party and other populist movements (Grafan 2016). The legacy of populism in the US 
from the People’s Party to the Tea Party, despite profound ideological differences, lies in their 
promoDon of grassroots democracy. UnDl Trump became president, populism was on the margins 
of US poliDcs, and scholars did not have to deal with it in power. By contrast, in LaDn America, 
populists rose to power much earlier, with Perón establishing the first populist regime in ArgenDna. 
LaDn American scholars have argued that populist movements and parDes promoted the 
parDcipaDon of ciDzens beyond the elecDon. Mass demonstraDons, rallies, and other forms of 
collecDve gathering imbued in common people the sensaDons of being actors and not passive 
observers of poliDcs. Yet LaDn Americanists had a less opDmisDc assessment of populist 
parDcipaDon in democraDzaDon. 
Germani (1971) uses the concept of heteronomous mobilizaDon to refer to top-down mass 
parDcipaDon on behalf of undemocraDc leaders like Perón. Leb-wing populists like Hugo Chávez 
implemented insDtuDons for parDcipatory democracy at the local level. CiDzens responded by 
joining these insDtuDons in large numbers. Grassroots populist parDcipaDon ulDmately depended 
on the limits imposed by the charismaDc leader. Common people used the spaces opened by 
populist challenges to elites to arDculate their claims and were successful as long as their demands 
recognized the absolute authority of the leader. Focusing on the demands of populism, Biancalana 
also illustrates that ciDzens demanded more parDcipaDon and engagement in poliDcs beyond 
elecDons, and they increased their parDcipaDon in elecDons and other forms of poliDcal 
parDcipaDon. Biancalana concludes by arguing that populist parDcipaDon promotes a pseudo or 
plebiscitary kind of parDcipaDon, or what Germani called heteronomous mobilizaDon. Yet 
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populism also shapes collecDve idenDDes against the establishment or in defence of the people’s 
idenDty from a threatening other, thus triggering ciDzens’ parDcipaDon in poliDcs. 
Carlos de la Torre’s chapter focuses on the role of the leader in the scholarship of populism. 
Whereas many scholars contend that the noDon of populist leadership based on a charismaDc 
leader is crucial, others argue that the definiDon of populism should not necessarily include it. The 
point is key because it also relates to historically contextual legacies. While it is difficult to 
understand LaDn American populism and some experiences in Eastern and Southern Europe, 
where leaders have dominated the poliDcal arena for decades without focusing on strong or 
charismaDc leadership, the emphasis on Northern European populism in the past few decades has 
been more on party organizaDon, ideology, and communicaDon. De la Torre disDnguishes between 
light and full-blown populists. Light populists poliDcize issues that other parDes and leaders do not 
address, personalize poliDcs at the cost of pla|orms, and remain within the boundaries of 
consDtuDonal democracies. 
Full-blown populists seek to bring about regime change by altering the consDtuDonal rules of the 
game. When populism emerges in condiDons where all insDtuDons of democracy have lost 
legiDmacy, civil society is in disarray, and the media is weak, they oben provoke regime change. 
Strong civil socieDes, an autonomous media, and public, and resilient insDtuDons might block 
undemocraDc populist moves to concentrate power and change the consDtuDonal rules of the 
game. De la Torre argues that populist scholarship gains from seriously engaging with some classic 
and contemporary theories of leadership. His chapter underlines some key points: 1) Building on 
Max Weber, he argues that leadership is not a posiDon but a social relaDon between the leader 
and the followers where myths, ceremonies, the body, and collecDve emoDons play crucial roles. 
2) Strong leadership is not a proxy for a charismaDc leader. Not all authoritaDve leaders are 
necessarily “transformaDonal” in the sense of MacGregor Burns (1978) that they would have a 
transubstanDaDng effect on the leader and the led. 3) CharismaDc leaders are not necessarily 
populist, as some favoured autonomous insDtuDons and did not build a personalist party. 4) In line 
with Nadia UrbinaD, de la Torre contends that for populist movements or parDes to move from the 
margins of the poliDcal system to the centre, they need a leader. 
Oscar Mazzoleni challenges the self-referenDal understanding of what a populist party is. For 
scholars focusing on ideologies, the answer is simple and lies in their ideology, but can populism be 
reduced to just an ideology? What does one make of most parDes characterized as such by 
external observers while refusing the label because of its sDgma? Moving away from these 
approaches, Mazzoleni challenges the naturalist prejudice and essenDalist labelling of some parDes 
as populists. According to an essenDalist epistemological perspecDve, the researcher can 
differenDate populist from non-populist parDes. EssenDalist scholars assume that parDes are 
homogenous and that there is a shared essence of this type of party, regardless of geographic or 
historical context. However, it is problemaDc to clearly demarcate a party as populist. Firstly, and 
with very few excepDons, it is a label of external observers and not a self-definiDon. Secondly, it is 
oben used in poliDcal cultures where this word implies irraDonality and demagoguery and is seen 
as a danger or threat to liberal consDtuDonal democracy. Thirdly, it is quite difficult to clearly 
differenDate between populist and non-populist parDes, as the lafer occasionally use populist 
tropes to afack elites and appeal to the general will. 
Mazzoleni’s alternaDve to essenDalism is a Weberian approach based on the construcDons of ideal 
types. He writes that “concepts and theories should be considered as ideal types (i.e. approximate 
afempts to capture the complexity of reality)”. He analyzes “parDes as associaDons with 
ideological supply” but which are also “shaped by different organizaDonal paferns with facDonal 
logics and characterized by individuals and groups with different interests and strategies and, 
consequently, different styles of communicaDon”. Thus, in the intellectual process that scholars use 
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to classify poliDcal parDes as populist, he analyDcally disDnguishes four moments: defining 
populism, defining poliDcal parDes, selecDng, and labelling populist parDes. 
The first step is to consistently define populism as a provisional ideal type. In the second step, one 
must recognize that populism and party are not the same. An ideal-typical, party-based populist 
perspecDve can frui|ully engage with party poliDcs literature. For instance, populist parDes can be 
constructed as charismaDc parDes. The third step is to look at how populist traits are shared in 
geographical and historically located party systems. Instead of an essence, populism is a gradaDon. 
Finally, it seems befer not to label single poliDcal parDes as “populist” but rather as facets of the 
poliDcal party provisionally labelled as populist. Mazzoleni writes that “[t]his means that discourse, 
ideology, and style are seen as crucial to party selecDon, depending on how the party ideal type is 
defined. Only with an empirical invesDgaDon would it be possible to know how and to what extent 
each party corresponds to this ideal type”. He concludes by noDng that “[t]he noDon of populism 
cannot travel in Dme and space without considering the contextual dimensions shaping its 
meaning and relevance”. 
 
4 Between ReducDonism and Complexity 
 
The dialogical perspecDve developed in this volume pushes scholars to take more serious account 
of the limitaDons of a self-referenDal use of the concept of populism, as well as the illusion of 
insular superiority, to understand the complexity of the social and poliDcal challenges facing 
democracy. The dialogue with “external” legacies helps scholars enrich their own approaches but 
also to be more aware of the necessity of an internal dialogue in terms of both conceptualizaDon 
and context-oriented knowledge. 
Our contributors focus on the complexiDes of populism. They see it as a gradaDon, disDnguish 
movements and parDes seeking power from populists in office, and oben differenDate between 
types – right and leb, light and full-blown – and locate populisms in different historical and 
geographical contexts. Roniger illustrates the peculiariDes of populist views of ciDzenship that 
prioriDze mobilizaDon, oben at the cost of autonomy. Diehl shows how populism partakes in the 
gendered democraDc imaginaDon of the virile people and effeminate elites and of the passive 
feminized masses that a leader will allegedly transform into autonomous virile ciDzens. Roberts 
illustrates how populism forces us to analyze different class formaDons and the importance of class 
to disDnguish types of populism. Peruzzo{ argues that populists favour a parDcular type of 
democracy based on constant elecDons and plebiscites at the cost of the insDtuDonal fabric of 
horizontal accountability. 
In LaDn America, Asia, Africa, in some Southern and Eastern European naDons, and recently in the 
US with Trump, populisms are leader-centric. Charisma must be studied as a social process where 
followers recognize a leader who presents himor herself as extraordinary. In the Global South, 
parDes use informal clientelist networks to exchange votes for services, and many are more 
personalist and leader-centric than ideological. Moreover, populists promise the people 
redempDon by a charismaDc figure and construct poliDcs as antagonisDc confrontaDons with the 
oligarchy. Western Europe illustrates that right-wing populist parDes are not always charismaDc, as 
they have a complex and formalized organizaDon that persists aber the departure of the 
“charismaDc” founder (Heinisch and Mazzoleni 2016). As Mastropaolo and Roberts show, 
cleavages are crucial to understanding populism. Yet they differ in whether populism is a new type 
of cleavage based on the reacDonary rejecDon of the Enlightenment, or whether it is linked to class 
formaDons and experiences. Focusing on the classical noDon of sovereignty allows Heinisch and 
Koxha to analyze the different populist promises to restore economic, naDonal, and poliDcal 
sovereignism. 
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Several chapters in this volume differenDate between right-wing and lebwing variants. Roberts 
disDnguishes populism when they build the people as an ethnos from constructs as a plebeius. 
Both flaunt the low and desecrate the culture of elites constructed as the high. Yet they differ 
because right-wing populists construct the people by focusing on parDcularisDc cultural idenDDes 
associated with naDvism, ethno-naDonalism, and/or religious naDonalism against cosmopolitan, 
mulDcultural, and universalist idenDDes. Leb-wing populists construct the people in opposiDon to 
pro-market and properDed elites. Their counterparts on the right poliDcize emoDons of fear 
regarding polluDon and contaminaDon with the alien ethnic, racial, or cultural other. Leb-wing 
populists poliDcize resentment regarding socio-economic exclusion, promise to improve 
democracy, and do not use racist tropes to mobilize electors. Leb-wing and right-wing populists 
create different types of cleavages around socio-economic disDncDon or ethnic-cultural differences 
that could last a long Dme. Alfio Mastropaolo argues that right-wing populism like fascism are 
products of what he labels as a forgofen cleavage: the reacDonary responses to the Enlightenment 
and modernity. These movements differ in the fact that fascists used violence and paramilitarism 
to deal with enemies and were a response to the Russian revoluDon and fears of Bolshevism. 
AccepDng the complexity of populism allows dialogues to be had with broader concepts in the 
social and poliDcal sciences but also highlights the opportunity for plural approaches to populism. 
This volume argues that controversies about the definiDon of populism allow opening debates with 
broader theoreDcal issues connected to concept formaDon. Instead of dreaming about a perfect 
and concise definiDon that captures the essence of populism and could travel unproblemaDcally 
across Dme and space while reducing populism to one of its components, we propose to accept 
that populism is a murky and contested concept in epistemological, poliDcal, and academic 
debates. 
Following recent criDques of reducDonist theories (Arato and Cohen 2021; Diehl and Weber 2022), 
one might argue that a complex and non-reducDonist concept needs to be constructed as an ideal 
type focused on ideology, organizaDon, and style of communicaDon, or a combinaDon of all these 
traits. Ideal types make it possible to differenDate between populisms while acknowledging their 
complexiDes. Focusing on populist challenges, one could claim that populism promises the further 
democraDzaDon of society. However, populists in power have, at best, included at the cost of 
limiDng contestaDon and pluralism. Leb-wing and right-wing populism are different, and they are 
both present in the Global North and South. When challenging power, in office, and as regimes, 
populists present different characterisDcs. 
Our book is the result of several workshops where we discussed the characterisDcs of this project 
and drabs of the different chapters. Paula Diehl, Kenneth M. Roberts, Carlos de la Torre, Luis 
Roniger, and Oscar Mazzoleni met at the 39th InternaDonal Congress of the LaDn American Studies 
AssociaDon, 26–29 May 2021. The other contributors gathered in person or virtually for the 
internaDonal workshop enDtled “Populism as a Challenge to Key Concepts in PoliDcal and Social 
Theory”, held at the University of Lausanne on 5 and 6 November 2021. Enrique Peruzzo{ 
graciously joined the project later on. We are also grateful to Cecilia Biancalana for coordinaDng 
the project and to Laurent Bernhard and Annika Werner for commenDng on and suggesDng 
improvements to previous versions of the chapters. 
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